When you reach the end of your rope, tie a knot and **hang on**.

*Hang on*

_Anglais seulement*

---

_Throw kindness around like confetti_

*Throw Kindness...*  
_Anglais seulement*

---

_There is no path to HAPPINESS: happiness is the path._

*— Guatama Buddha*

---
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Everything feels better after a hug

“Nothing is permanent in this wicked world, not even our troubles.”

Charlie Chaplin

“Rien ne dure dans ce monde cruel, pas même nos souffrances.”

Charlie Chaplin

LIFE isn’t about waiting for the storm to pass. It’s about learning to DANCE in the rain.
There is no path to HAPPINESS: happiness is the path.
- Guatama Buddha

Card by / Carte par: Carole Dion

CODE: 42.232.H / 07.912.H / TM54

Sketched Fox
Renard esquissé

42.231.K - Wood / Bois
C42.231K - Cling / Repositionnable

Sketched Bunny
Lapin esquissé

42.230.H - Wood / Bois
C42.230H - Cling / Repositionnable

Rain Drops
Goutelettes d’eau

42.233.O - Wood / Bois
C42.233O - Cling / Repositionnable
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Magenta
Designs by / par Hélène Métivier & Valérie Dumais

The free bird leaps on the back of the wind and floats downstream till the current ends and dips its wings in the orange sun rays and swims to claim the sky. But a bird that stalks drags his narrow cage ever slowly sees through his bars of rage his wings are clipped and his feet are tied so he opens his throat to sing. The caged bird sings with a fearful trill of things unknown but longed for still and his tune is heard on the distant hill for the caged bird sings of freedom. The free bird thinks of another breeze and the trade winds soft through the sighing trees and the fat worms waiting on a dew-drenched lawn and he swears the sky is his own. But a caged bird stands in the grave of dreams his shadow chants on a nightmare screen his wings are clipped and his feet are tied as he opens his throat to sing. The caged bird sings with a fearful trill of things unknown but longed for still and his tune is heard on the distant hill for the caged bird sings of freedom.

"Rien ne dure dans ce monde cruel, pas même nos souffrances."

— Charles Chaplin

Card by / Carte par : Carole Dion


Script
Écriture
"If I waited for perfection
I would never write a word."

- Margaret Mead

Margaret Mead Quote 2
Citation Margaret Mead 2

Slice of Life
Tranche de vie

C07.923.F • Wood / Bois
C07.923.F • Cling / Repositionnable

Slice of Life (anglais)
Tranche de vie (anglais)

C07.925.F • Wood / Bois
C07.925.F • Cling / Repositionnable

Tag by / Étiquette par: Carole Dion
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ÉDITION Limitée
Limited Edition (French)
Édition Limitée

Stylized Agapanthus
Agapanthus stylisé

Stylized Bluebells
Campanules stylisées
Stylized Muscari
Muscar stylisé

0717K - Wood / Bois

Card by / Carte par : Hélène Métivier
CODE: 0717.K / 07.927.H

Stylized Poppies
Coquelicots stylisés

0716O - Wood / Bois

Card by / Carte par : Hélène Métivier
CODE: 0716.O / 07.931.D
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Card by / Carte par : Carole Dion

**Magenta**  
Designs by / par Hélène Métivier & Valérie Dumais

---

### Wild Herb 2
**Herbe sauvage 2**

- **42.239.C** - Cling / Repositionnable
- **Wood / Bois**

---

### Heart Burst
**Coeur éclaté**

- **42.237.H** - Cling / Repositionnable
- **Wood / Bois**

---

### Scribbled Heart
**Coeur gribouillé**

- **42.238.E** - Cling / Repositionnable
- **Wood / Bois**

---

### Crosshatched Heart
**Coeur quadrillé**

- **42.239.C** - Cling / Repositionnable
- **Wood / Bois**

---

**I LOVE YOU**

- **Je t’aime**
- **Ég elska dig**
- **Te Quiero**
- **Ik hou van je**
- **愛しています**
- **Я тебя люблю**

---

**Multilingual I Love You**  
**Je t’aime multilingue**

- **07.927.H** - Wood / Bois
With Sympathy

With Sympathy
Anglais seulement

07928J - Wood / Bois
C07928J - Cling / Repositionnable

Sparrow
Moineau

0718L - Wood / Bois
C0718L - Cling / Repositionnable

Blooming Agave
Agave en fleur

Card by / Carte par : Carole Dion
CODE: 0713.Q / 0709.M / TM54
Small Tree
Petit arbre

Branch Silhouette
Silhouette de branches

Wild Herb 1
Herbe sauvage 1

Card by / Carte par : Carole Dion

CODE: 0711.N / 07.920.G
You’re only given a little spark of madness. You mustn’t lose it.
- Robin Williams

Spring is nature’s way of saying, “LET’S PARTY!”
- Robin Williams

Petits moments IMPORTANTS
Treasured Moments (French)

It is only with the Heart, that one can see rightly. What is essential is invisible to the eye.
-Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

Card by / Carte par: Carole Dion
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You make my heart flutter
as fast as hummingbird’s wings

Tu fais battre mon cœur
au rythme des ailes du colibri

Hummingbird 2
Colibri 2

Hummingbird 1
Colibri 1

Hibiscus Flower
Fleur d’hibiscus
**Sitting Girl**
*Fille assise*

**Kissing Couple**
*Amoureux*

**Dream**
*Rêver (anglais)*

**Soñar**
*Dream (Spanish) Rêver (espagnol)*

**Rêver**
*Dream (French)*

*Card by / Carte par: Carole Dion*

**CODE:** 76.007.Q / 07.933.D / 0709.M
Card by / Carte par: Carole Dion

TM56 (5” x 7”)
Template - Small Birch Forest
Pochoir - Petite forêt de bouleaux

TM58 (12” x 12”)
Template - Large Birch Forest
Pochoir - Grande forêt de bouleaux

TM59 (12” x 12”)
Template - Large Constellations
Pochoir - Grandes constellations
Card by / Carte par: Carole Dion

CODE: TM57 / 07.929.E / 07.916.O

TM57 (6" x 6")
Template - Small Constellations
Pochoir - Petites constellations

CODE: TM60 / 07.916.O / 07.892.G

TM60 (5" x 7")
Template - Heart Burst
Pochoir - Coeur éclaté